Grinchin’ ain’t easy

By the bolter club.

ATK: 100%

/

DEF: 100%

MISSION: December 24th, 1947. The enemy is in league with the
Grinch! Stop them before they can power up their jamming device
to block the relay beacon guiding St Nick.
PLAY AREA: 9 Squares x 12 squares / 4’x6’ (120x180cm)
SET UP: The green zone is occupied with 5 tree tiles. The red zone
is occupied with 3 to 5 squares of buildings only. The neutral
zone of the table can be occupied by up to 2 obstructions, 2 walls
and 2 tank traps. No terrain can be in range 1 of another terrain.
DEPLOYMENT: The attacker enters by the designated blue corner
of the table (4 squares on the short side and the long side of the
table). The Defender may deploy 3 units of their force in the red
building zone of the play area. The remaining units will enter
normally through the 4 squares of the short side of the map in
the building zone.
OBJECTIVES: Take control of the generators and start that darn
jamming device!

VICTORY CONDITIONS: One player gained more victory points than the
other.
WEATHER: Low risk. Moderate.
SPECIAL:
- Die Hard is a Christmas movie: before deployment, the defender may
designate 3 units to gain the Engineer skill. All units with the Engineer
skill can attempt to start the Jamming Device by being in range 1 of the
device and spending an action. Roll a die. The device activates for one
round on a result of . Only one unit can attempt to activate the device
each turn. Activate the device grants 1 point to the defender only.
- A Griswold family Christmas light show: At the beginning of the game,
players alternate placement of 3 generators which cannot be in range 1
of the tree line or the defender deployment area. They provide cover but
do not block line of sight. The player with most units in range 1 of a
generator at the end of a turn controls it and scores 1 victory point.
- Home Alone: If an engineer belonging to the defender controls a
generator at the moment of the roll to activate the jamming device, all
engineer units attempting to activate it gain a reroll.
- The Santa Clause: The attacker gains one victory point for each
eliminated unit with the engineer skill. The defender gains one victory
point for each surviving unit with the engineer skill.

